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GUSTAVE CAILL E B OTTE ’ S
INTERIORS:
WO RKING BETW EEN LEISURE A ND LAB OR
SAMUEL RAYBONE

Born into immense wealth, Gustave Caillebotte nevertheless
“compelled himself to labor at painting.” 1 In so doing he routinely
represented the labor of others, both on the job—as in Les Raboteurs
de parquet ( g. 1)—and “working at leisure,” playing cards (La
Partie de bésigue, g. 2) or the piano (Jeune homme au piano, g. 3),
knitting (Portrait de Madame Martial Caillebotte, g. 7), or reading
(Portrait d’Eugène Daufresne, lisant, g. 8). 2 The contradictions of
this liminal position—with Caillebotte seen as caught precariously
between the haut bourgeois identity of his family and the working
identity of his chosen vocation—has long fascinated scholars, and
Caillebotte’s class-bound alienation is thus stated routinely. 3 The
painter’s self-portraits, portraits of fellow bourgeois, and scenes of
bourgeois domesticity register his “ambivalent and con ictive relation
to his own class identity” and the “sense of isolation and loneliness”
that was a consequence of his being “part of yet apart from a
number of different worlds.” 4 Caillebotte’s “struggle to connect to
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his family members and friends” is manifest in the super uities,
silences, and tensions that seem to haunt the abundant free time of
his well-to-do milieu. 5

Fig. 1. Gustave Caillebotte, Les Raboteurs de parquet (The Floor Planers), 1875. Oil on
Canvas, 102 x 145 cm. Musée d’Orsay, Paris.

Fig. 2. Gustave Caillebotte, La Partie de bésigue (A Game of Bezique), ca. 1881. Oil on
Canvas, 121 x 161 cm. Louvre Abu Dhabi.

The alienation of Caillebotte’s bourgeois world is therefore tinged by
the rhetoric of work, and it was by means of this infusion that
Caillebotte explored his alienation and sought to fabricate the means
of its refashioning. This refashioning was multifaceted: neither an
outright rejection of his roots nor a naïve fantasy of being a laborer.
If his interiors like Le Déjeuner ( g. 4) show him to be
“uncomfortable with his class as his social identity,” then his
Autoportrait au chevalet ( g. 9) indicates that Caillebotte-the-painter
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was equally ssured and alienated. 6 Drawing precision from Hannah
Arendt’s seminal distinction between work and labor, and
contextualizing Caillebotte’s painterly practice alongside his other
activities, most speci cally yachting and philately (understood as
forms of “work” in Arendt’s sense), I will argue that it was in crosspollinating work practices on the canvas surface that Caillebotte was
able to imagine and image a de-alienated social self. What will
emerge through this reading is a new understanding of the
importance of work for Caillebotte, and a new sense of the centrality
of Caillebotte’s routinely elided non-painterly activities to his sense of
self, his idea of work, and his painterly project.

Caillebotte’s very rst major painting, Les Raboteurs de parquet ( g.
1), constituted an attempt to triangulate the consequences of his
inherited wealth, the labor of others (from which it was extracted),
and his deep-seated desire to be something more than a leisured
bourgeois. Caillebotte depicts three oor scrapers in the middle of
their work; the two foremost workers brace their wiry and halfnaked bodies against their planers and the oor, pressing into the
wood as they move towards the viewer. In the background, the third
raboteur unsteadily leans forwards to pick up a tool from the oor
with his outstretched right hand. A soft and diffused light radiates
through the rear window, only the lower portion of which is visible
thanks to the raised horizon, and re ects with a high sheen off both
the unplaned oor and the backs of the raboteurs. The opened bottle
of wine and the conversational inclination of the heads of the two
foreground oor scrapers hints at a workplace sociability typical of
the Parisian working-class. 7
The setting is a room in the Caillebotte family’s hôtel particulier on
the rue de Miromesnil, the transformation of which into a studio
Caillebotte’s father Martial père had agreed to fund before his death
on 25 December 1874. 8 That this is an eminently bourgeois space is
rendered visually by the prominence given to the gilt molding on the
walls and the care taken to ensure the visibility of Saint-Augustin
Church through the window, which locates the scene geographically
in the Haussmannized 8e arrondissement and therefore securely
within Paris’s topologized class structure. Yet, if the space represents
and materializes Caillebotte’s inherited class and wealth, it is also
positioned at a moment of this inheritance’s recon guration and
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refashioning. The room is quite literally in the process of being
transformed. On one level, this is the straightforward extraction of
surplus value from laboring bodies to increase the value of the
Caillebottes’ property; real estate development was how Caillebotte’s
fatherhad invested the income generated by his prior business
venture. Martial père constructed this luxurious family home and a
multitude of other buildings, the rents from which would constitute a
sizeable portion of Caillebotte’s income. For more reasons than one,
then, this room would have elicited for Caillebotte strong memories
of his father, a man who himself had worked hard (at business).
Yet, the delity of Caillebotte’s descriptive vision—which, as Tamar
Garb has noted, lingered especially on calloused hands and the tools
they manipulated—indicates a desire to identify with his subjects and
their activity of a register quite different from mere proprietorship. 9
The chromatic transformation of the parquet ooring not only
narrativizes the labor of the oor scrapers but also indexes by analogy
the work that Caillebotte himself will undertake in his new studio
(and is undertaking in painting its refashioning), that is, the work of
art as the chromatic transformation of a surface by the manual
application of specialized tools to manipulate physical matter.
Moreover, the idiosyncratic manner in which Caillebotte has
produced the space—utilizing an off-center vanishing point and
elevated horizon line—causes the foreground to loom up parallel to
the picture plane, visually and materially compounding the thematic
analogy by producing the canvas as a saturated double surface upon
which both bourgeois and laborer work. At the bottom-right of the
painting, where the oor pitches up most drastically and this
collapsing is most secure, Caillebotte writes his signature as if it were
inscribed on the oor, ready to be planed away—recon gured by the
work of others at this condensed point of fusion with his own.
At the second Impressionist Exhibition in 1876, Les Raboteurs de
parquet ( g. 1) was shown alongside other canvases set inside
Caillebotte’s home including Jeune homme au piano ( g. 3) and Le
Déjeuner ( g. 4). Although these are scenes of bourgeois leisure and
consumption rather than proletarian production, the hard-working
and work-hardened bodies of the Raboteurs resonate with Martial
and René’s stiff bodies, careful attention, and tense hands as they play
the piano and eat lunch. In Le Déjeuner we see Caillebotte’s younger
brother René and his mother Céleste awkwardly sharing a twocourse luncheon, served by the family butler Jean Daurelle. The
heavy silence that blankets the scene precludes both the easy
sociability paradigmatic of bourgeois domesticity and the typical
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workplace sociability of the raboteurs. Indeed, the very object whose
form ideally encodes and facilitates the desire for prandial amiability
—the round dinner table—has been distorted and deformed by
Caillebotte, elongated into a lozenge such that it in fact divides its
users. Crystalware—sparkling under the light diffused by the lace
curtains—clutters the table surface and compounds the scene’s
atomized quality by juxtaposing material plenitude with social
alienation.

Fig. 3. Gustave Caillebotte, Jeune homme au piano (Young Man Playing the Piano),
1876. Oil on Canvas, 81.3 x 116.8 cm. Bridgestone Museum of Art, Tokyo.

Fig. 4. Gustave Caillebotte, Le Déjeuner (Luncheon), 1876. Oil on Canvas, 52 x 75
cm. Private Collection, France.

Cast adrift amidst this glittering profusion, René concentrates on his
food, pressing his ngers against utensils with a force completely
disproportionate to the task. In preparing for this scene of bourgeois
familial alienation Caillebotte executed at least one study ( g. 5) of
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René carving with his utensils upon an empty plate. René’s hands are
so intensely worked up in pencil and charcoal that they appear
almost black. Under the scrutiny of Caillebotte’s inquisitive and
invested vision, the activity of hands as they manipulate implements
becomes unmoored from body and narrative such that it functions as
a self-suf cient and (materially and symbolically) overdetermined
signi er. In Jeune homme au piano ( g. 3) Martial’s dexterous hands
are similarly doubled “by [their re ection] in the varnish of the
marble,” becoming an overdetermined presence, as much a part of
the instrument as the body that manipulates it. 10 As with the earlier
scene of labor—for which Caillebotte also executed numerous
preparatory sketches focusing expressly on the activity of sometimes
disembodied hands ( g. 6)—the manual manipulation of an object
comes to be the central identifying locus of the scene and the
physical locus upon which Caillebotte is able to hook his own activity
(the manual manipulation of paint across a surface). This motif
reverberates through Caillebotte’s serial exploration of the bourgeois
interior as a space in which leisure—whether needlework (Portrait
de Madame Martial Caillebotte, g. 7) or reading (Portrait d’Eugène
Daufresne, lisant, g. 8)—is serious business, requiring corporeal
discipline, psychic attention, and, most crucially, manual dexterity.
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Fig. 5. Gustave Caillebotte, Study for Le Déjeuner, 1875. Pencil and Charcoal [on
Paper?] 46.8 x 30.2 cm.
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Fig. 6. Gustave Caillebotte, Trois Etudes pour des raboteurs: deux études de mains et
une étude d’homme
agenouillé de face (Three Studies for the Planers: Two Studies of Hands and One of a
Kneeling Man from the Front), ca. 1875. Graphite on Cream Paper, 48.0 x 30.8 cm.
Musée Pissarro, Pontoise.
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Fig. 7. Gustave Caillebotte, Portrait de Madame Martial Caillebotte (Portrait of
Madame Martial Caillebotte), 1877. Oil on Canvas, 83 x 72 cm. Private Collection,
France.
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Fig. 8. Gustave Caillebotte, Portrait d’Eugène Daufresne, lisant (Portrait of Eugène
Daufresne Reading), 1878. Oil on Canvas, 100 x 81 cm. Private Collection.

The off-kilter perspective of Les Raboteurs de parquet is repeated in
Jeune homme au piano, the intensity of which arises from the
frightful impression that “at any moment” the piano might slide
forward, leaving this “good young man … unerringly crushed.” 11 In
this way Caillebotte transliterates into a dramatic visual presence the
ephemeral product of Martial’s skilled and serious attention, whilst at
the same time calling attention to the constructed nature of pictorial
space and his hand in its construction. The physical strain of the oor
scrapers’ work—the friction of planer against wood, the resistive
force of the oor against the weight of an entire body transmitted by
outstretched arms and tightly gripping hands—had likewise been
rendered by Caillebotte only by translating it into the visual
phenomenon of foreshortening. In Le Déjeuner ( g. 4), the
perspectival armature causes the table to pitch up in the foreground,
again collapsing the canvas surface with the surface of the scene;
where in Les Raboteurs de parquet Caillebotte inscribed his to-berefashioned identity by means of a signature, it is here materialized by
the empty place setting. In these two paintings Caillebotte worked
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himself into a social group at work or working at leisure in ways that
foregrounded his own painterly work; yet, in each, this attempt is
ultimately frustrated. In Les Raboteurs de parquet (despite owning
the space and hiring the labor power of the bodies) Caillebotte is
excluded from the implied intersubjective plenitude of a workplace
sociability; in Le Déjeuner Caillebotte’s exclusion is compounded,
redoubled, by the fact that the sociability from which he is alienated
is itself alienated.

Rather than evidencing a class-bound alienation and an attendant
attempt to triangulate an ambivalent identity, Caillebotte’s interiors,
including Les Raboteurs de parquet ( g. 1), have most recently been
read as exerting or encoding a desire for possession on the part of
the artist. 12 In this view, the painting’s deformed and distorted
perspectival structure works primarily to exert a “ruthless” visual
control and to express the sovereignty over capital and laboring
bodies that was the inheritance of this wealthy, young, bourgeois
Parisian man. 13 New information about the speci cities of his
economic status as a rentier has been mobilized to argue that
Caillebotte internalized and identi ed with the conservative values
ascribed to that status. 14 In giving visual form to his “possessive
energy” Caillebotte has thus been seen as aligning himself to the
normative expectations of his bourgeois social milieu and
“[thoroughly assimilating] the rhetoric of the
edgling Third
Republic” whose political institutions that milieu dominated. 15
To be sure, Caillebotte had a nancial interest in the continuation of
the laissez-faire status quo that was serving him and his fellow
bourgeois so well. In stages over the course of the second half of the
1870s, Caillebotte became a “rentier.” 16 He lived off income
generated by property, government bonds, dividend-generating
stocks, and capital inherited (sometimes indirectly) from his father.
This was not unusual: Caillebotte was among the several hundred
thousand who lived off unearned income, and was thus deeply
implicated in what Thomas Piketty has characterized as a highly
inegalitarian “society of rentiers.” 17
The life of a rentier was de ned by the absence of work. For Émile
Littré he was a “[b]ourgeois who lives off his returns, without a trade
or industry”; for Pierre Larousse, he was “the man who lives off his
returns[;] one can apply the name [rentier] to whomever possesses
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capital, property, or currency, which allows him to live without the
need to labor.” 18 As Eugen Weber relates, the rentier, frequently a
young man with an inheritance, was understood as one who has
“retired from business,” who “never … faced regular work at all” and
for whom the primary struggle was against “boredom.” 19 The means
of this struggle were most typically the expenditure of money and
“energy” in activities like lavishly decorating one’s home (which
facilitated the former), going for a vigorous swim (enabling the
latter), or throwing oneself into yachting (thus expending both). 20 It
is perhaps thus tempting to understand Caillebotte’s many passions—
which alongside painting included philately, horticulture, and yachting
—as merely the distractions of a paradigmatic rentier casting about
for something to do with his abundant time and money, as excuses
for the interludes of a privileged life.
Yet, to extrapolate directly from Caillebotte’s class a certain mindset
that forms the hermeneutic ground for reading the economy of his
paintings runs the risk of striking a false equivalence between
Caillebotte’s structural class position and his imaginary relation to
that position as it manifested in his activity. Rather than dispensing
with alienation as an analytical category founded on a Marxist
critique of modernity while retaining the restrictive class-determinism
of Marxian thought, it will be more productive to retain the former
and dispense with the latter. Indeed, in considering the manner in
which Caillebotte spent his energy and his money (rather than simply
the objects upon which he spent them or the sum spent), his
contemporaries were forced to rely on a comparison with the activity
most singularly incompatible with being a rentier: that of work.
Georges Rivière, for example, understood Caillebotte’s 1877 street
scenes as revealing him to be “a worker, a hardy researcher, upon
whom, I believe, we can place solid hopes.” 21 Gaston Vassy too was
struck by Caillebotte’s “truly extraordinary activity” at the seventh
Impressionist exhibition in 1882: “His hat pushed back, hands in
pockets, M. Caillebotte came and went giving orders, supervising the
hanging of the paintings, and working like a porter, exactly as if he
didn’t have an income of one hundred and fty thousand francs.” 22
As Gustave Geffroy eulogized, “Caillebotte truly had conviction in
him, and what he leaves surpasses the occupation of the amateur. He
could have taken painting just as an excuse for the interludes of his
life … All the same he compelled himself [il s’astreignit, implying
rigorous discipline] to labor at painting.” 23 In the world of philately
too, Caillebotte’s colleagues understood that his stamp collection (the
consequence of his expending money and energy) revealed his “love
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for work” and capacity for “laborious study,” as well as simply his
“re ned taste.” 24
Caillebotte’s activity and its products must then be understood as
something other than—and indeed following Vassy “exactly”
opposed to—a straightforward re ection or expression of his status
as a rentier, of what his life “could” have been. In working to paint
his property Caillebotte was less celebrating his wealth than
investigating the activity from which it was crystallized—labor. If the
inherited rentier identity he manifestly found so troublesome was
characterized by the absence of work, then it follows that a
conspicuous presence of work should have occurred to Caillebotte as
a means of its recon guration or transcendence. Yet, however much
(in the works examined thus far) he collapsed his own work onto the
labor of others, or sought to transliterate the rituals and activities of
bourgeois life as if they were work, Caillebotte was, of course, not a
laborer in the usual Marxian sense: his labor power was uncoupled
from material necessity thanks to his ownership of capital. He did not
sell his paintings on the market, as his Impressionist peers did;
painting for him was not a means of making a living.
In attempting to square this circle—that is, in attempting to
understand how a rentier might work—Hannah Arendt’s writing is
especially valuable. In her recon guration of Karl Marx’s critical
language of labor, Arendt creates discursive space for a nuanced and
historicized understanding of the productive activities of the kind in
which Caillebotte engaged. Since “work” and “labor” in the
Arendtian sense are not terms tethered to a class structure, they can
be used to render visible activities that would otherwise be either
invisible or incomprehensible. In addition, the critique of modernity
amidst which Arendt’s recon guring is historicized chimes closely
with Caillebotte’s own implicit critique of his historical situation: both
Arendt and Caillebotte foreground objects and sociability as the
casualties of modernity and signi ers of its alienation, the root cause
and potential for recon guration of which they likewise both identify
as located in the world of production. The class-bound alienation that
registers in Caillebotte’s scenes of his family’s domestic life resonates
in the (paucity of) sociable interactions that (ought to) structure it,
and the (unruly surpluses of) objects that (fail to) support them. As
we have seen, underpinning this exploration of bourgeois ennui is a
persistent language of labor, a production of bourgeois bodies
working at leisure and ostentatious references to the work of
representation that function to collapse it onto the activity being
represented.
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Arendt uses the term “labour” to describe the activities by which
humans attend to the “biological process[es] of the human body” and
the reproduction of the species. 25 Since to labor is to be “enslaved by
necessity,” labor is the least human of all human activities; and since
its products are consumed almost as soon as they are produced,
labor is “worldless,” leaving behind no lasting trace of itself. 26
In contrast, the activity of work erects an arti cial world (“the human
arti ce”) which simultaneously binds and separates us in a web of
human relationships and material things. 27 Because they outlast the
worker, work’s products offer a degree of meaning to the “futility of
mortal life.” 28 Work thus resolves the meaninglessness and
worldlessness of labor by producing durable things, “the most
intensely worldly” among them being art works. 29 Since “the
permanence of art” speaks to an immortality “achieved by mortal
hands,” it most clearly represents the highest goal of work: “the
[erection of] a home for mortal men, whose stability will endure.” 30
Along with “poets and historiographers, … monument-builders [and]
writers,” the artist is the paradigmatic worker. 31
These abstract distinctions are historicized through a critique of
modernity, which, for Arendt, effected a reversal of the rightful
hierarchy of human activities by subsuming work into labor. With the
ascendency of capitalism in the modern era, all human activities have
been levelled “to the common denominator of securing the
necessities of life and providing for their abundance,” which is to say,
“making a living.” 32 In addition, the concrete ways in which
capitalism transformed production, most centrally the “division of
labour” and the mechanization of the labor process, have injected the
imperatives of nature, and therefore labor, into the domain of
work. 33
Concomitant with the ascendency of labor in modernity was the
disappearance of a true public realm in which humans can act. At the
summit of Arendt’s hierarchy of human activity is action. To act is to
actualize one’s freedom (not the freedom to choose from among
pre-determined options, but to effect a radical, unanticipated, and
miraculous new beginning). Humans of necessity act in political
communities comprising a plurality of other actors, each of whom
brings to bear her unique perspective upon what is being enacted. As
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such, action is intersubjective and entails speech, since it is at its core
communicative. “In acting and speaking, men show who they are,
reveal actively their unique personal identities and thus make their
appearance in the human world.” 34 The ground of action is the
tangible world produced by work, since the meaning it produces
consists in sharing different perspectives on the world and on the
action that might transform it. The most rewarding activity of which
humans are capable is thus the exchange of one’s perception of the
appearance of the world; the space of such appearances corresponds
to the public sphere.
In eroding both the activity of work, by introducing the imperatives
of nature (and transforming it into a kind of pseudo-labor), and the
product of work (the world of tangible things, transforming it into a
pseudo-world), modernity thus consequently eroded the ground of
authentic action, which depends upon there being a world of things
about which plural perspectives can be shared. It is for this reason
that modernity went hand-in-hand with a new valuation of the
private realm, as compensation for the loss of the public sphere; in
place of “greatness,” moderns (like Caillebotte and his peers) had to
content themselves with “charm,” with “small things.” 35
Arendt’s picture of the impoverishment wrought by modernity
accords closely with Caillebotte’s, who depicts a private realm in
which the sociability that we might align with Arendt’s category of
action has given way to alienated relationships that are improperly
mediated by things. “To live together in the world means essentially
that a world of things is between those who have it in common, as a
table is located between those who sit around it”; yet, as Caillebotte
captures so acutely in Le Déjeuner ( g. 4), “the world [of things]
between [people] has lost its power to gather them together, to relate
and to separate them.” 36 The objects are present but have been
deformed to the extent that they can no longer serve as the ground
for the exchange of perspectives, such that their owners and users
are forced into an uncomfortable silence.

Caillebotte’s interiors constitute a complex project of self-imaging
where processes of “identi cation and objecti cation, mirroring and
distancing” intertwine and in which the encounter with the other
implied an encounter with self. 37 It should not be surprising then,
with Caillebotte stuck on “the fabrication of his own mirror image,”
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that in the only self-portrait in which he directly represents himself at
work painting, the viewer should occupy the vantage point of the
mirror into which Caillebotte gazes in the attempt to give visual form
to his constructed self-identity. 38 In Autoportrait au chevalet ( g. 9)
we see Caillebotte, keeping his gaze xed directly out of the frame,
extend a hand to make contact with the surface of a canvas that is
turned and hidden from the viewer. In the background, another
gure relaxes on a divan, possibly reading a newspaper. Caillebotte
sits awkwardly on a stool, half-turned to face the viewer, dressed in a
loose, black smock that cuts a void in the center of the canvas.

Fig. 9. Gustave Caillebotte, Autoportrait au chevalet (Self-Portrait with Easel), 18791880. Oil on Canvas, 90 x 115 cm. Private Collection.

As with Les Raboteurs de parquet ( g. 1) and Le Déjeuner ( g. 4),
the painting hinges upon a fusion of surfaces, in this case “presenting
precisely what he sees in the mirror re ection at the moment of
painting, as if the surface of the mirror and the canvas, as we see it,
were one.” 39 The canvas upon which Caillebotte (in the painting)
works is radically foreshortened (compressed and distorted like the
bodies of the oor scrapers), and the sole narrative act consists in the
manual application of a tool (pinceau/rabot and racloir) to a surface
(toile/parquet) to effect a chromatic transformation; for both
Caillebotte and the oor scrapers, the physical act of production
exerts a deforming effect on the body, fragmenting and evacuating
Caillebotte’s, compressing and condensing the laborers’. However,
Autoportrait au chevalet is cluttered with objects: an over-stuffed
oral sofa is positioned behind Caillebotte, a plant awkwardly creeps
into frame from the left, and Pierre-Auguste Renoir’s Bal du moulin
de la Galette, 1876 (part of Caillebotte’s collection of Impressionist
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paintings) curiously dominates Caillebotte’s intervention into the
genre of the artist’s self-portrait. As such, the Caillebotte that we see
Caillebotte working to render, cut off at the knees and inelegantly
posed, fails to adhere into a coherent subject and instead fragments
into pieces of overdetermined fetishistic importance (the hand),
disturbing absence (legs), and deliberate elision behind a barrier of
thick, black, paint (crotch).
As a work of art about the work of art (the trans guration of a
thought into a thing by means of the “the primordial instrument of
human hands”), Autoportrait au chevalet ( g. 9) fails both to disclose
the identity of the worker, and to produce the plural sociability that
are each the hallmarks of action founded securely upon work. 40
Despite their physical proximity Caillebotte and the man who might
be Richard Gallo mutely ignore one another. In contrast, Les
Raboteurs de parquet ( g. 1) is a work ostensibly about labor. Labor
is eminently bodily; stimulated by pain and often painful itself, labor
manifests in private bodily sensations that resist communication. As
we have seen, Caillebotte closely scrutinized the physical activity of
the laborers in his employ (who must sell their labor power to him in
order to make a living). As “implements and tools … determine all
work and fabrication” the motif of hands manipulating tools, as we
have also seen, was central to this and Caillebotte’s other domestic
interiors. 41
Yet, the workplace sociability that Caillebotte implies is at odds with
Arendt’s suggestion that the laborer “is imprisoned in the privacy of
his own body, caught in the ful lment of needs in which nobody can
share and which nobody can fully communicate.” 42 The kind of
activity that interested Caillebotte thus does not seem be the same as
that which captivated his peers—Émile Zola, Edgar Degas, Camille
Pissarro, and even Claude Monet—in whose company he is typically
placed. The crushing, animalistic, and endless toil of Zola’s Gervaise
Macquart; Degas’s repasseuses, blanchisseuses, and petits rats;
Pissarro’s paysans (caught in the endless cycle of the seasons); or
Monet’s charbonniers offered Caillebotte no stable basis for his
analogistic process of identi cation/objecti cation, since nothing in
his experience equipped him to understand labor on its own,
crushing, wordless, and worldless terms. What Caillebotte wanted
instead were forms of labor that could more readily be made to
speak to his experience as a worker who works to triangulate his
inherited and chosen identities. 43
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Although he focuses on the activities of bodies, in Les Raboteurs de
parquet ( g. 1) Caillebotte thus explicitly precludes the wordlessly
somatic (which we might also signify by the term “affect”) that is the
prerogative of Arendt’s understanding of labor proper. Michael Fried
understands this painting as indicative of Caillebotte’s attempt to
recover “a certain realism of the body” whilst remaining within the
ocular-centered remit of Manet and the Impressionists. 44
Caillebotte’s “materialist Impressionism” is,
through combining attention to effects of light
and perspectival contrivances which arouse
feeling of vertigo. 45 It is in this framework that

for Fried, achieved
which dazzle the eye
an eminently bodily
Fried sees Caillebotte

as producing a variety of bodies caught in states of absorptive
closure, a “corporeal Impressionism” of phenomenological
orientation. 46 Caillebotte’s nascent studio is illuminated by a soft light
which, as it re ects off the unplaned oor and off the backs of the
oor scrapers, gives to both a sheen that simultaneously delineates
and equates them; in picking out the components of the room, its
undifferentiated diffusion treats tools, materials, and bodies with
equal dispassion. Skin is given no special treatment and is made to
blend with the oor, with both surfaces projecting pools of clear,
white light. Like a canvas stretched across its support, the skin of the
oor scrapers seems to have no real thickness or materiality of its
own: ribs, elbows, tendons, and muscles protrude and stretch skin,
while light appears to seal it, precluding corporeal or affective excess;
the laboring body is wrapped up in and contained by light.
The sheen and gloss of diffused light as it re ects and refracts around
the room, then, offers a readily consumable visual spectacle of labor,
untroubled by affect or the body (labor). Caillebotte’s
contemporaries, when they wanted to conjure labor, contrariwise
focused expressly upon the affective, the “toil and trouble” of labor. 47
The
pathos
of,
for
example,
Degas’s
yawning
repasseuse (Repasseuses, ca. 1884–1886) depends upon our
identi cation that the eruption of exhaustion signi es her
participation in an activity by which her body becomes a slave to
necessity (and pays the price for it). Mouth open, but not to speak,
absorbed in the experience of fatigue that visibly permeates her body,
she exempli es Arendt’s description of labor’s tendency to
wordlessness. More than mediating between his split loyalties to
Realism and Impressionism then, I would suggest that the spectacular
strategies Caillebotte deploys to visualize and screen the laboring
body should be understood as a consequence of his desire to exploit
the labor of others as the ground for the construction of his own
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identity as a worker, and his willingness to dispense with (or his
unwillingness to see) anything not conducive to this ambition. While
the viewer may well “[see] all there is to see,” Caillebotte nevertheless
prevents the affective and somatic from irrupting into visibility. 48

La Partie de bésigue represents ve of Caillebotte’s friends gathered
around a small table in the apartment he shared with Martial (sat on
the right in a brown jacket, whose presence makes the group six)
playing and spectating a game of bezique. Delineated with interested
precision, enclosed in appropriately concealing bourgeois clothing,
these middle-class bodies (with only a single exception) are taut and
tense: Maurice Brault, who is playing against Martial, is for example
“wound up tight like a spring.” 49 Although none make eye contact
or converse, the atmosphere is of studied concentration rather than
the awkward silence that haunted Le Déjeuner ( g. 4); they are
bound together as a group by their shared participation in the activity
of the game whose concrete implements are the table and the cards.
Rather than expand precipitously as it had before, the furniture
instead coheres and offers a physical support to the constitution of
the group; attracted by the gravitational pull of the game, Éduouard
Dessomes has pulled a bucket-shaped red velvet armchair up to the
table. 50
The card game of bezique had a de ned set of rules that determined
the patterns of sociability of its two participants. Within that
structure, the iterative back-and-forth of dealing cards to oneself and
one’s opponent, of playing one’s hand, and tallying the scores re ned
the in nite multiplicity of ludic and social interactions into an
anticipatable, repeatable, chain of events. Bezique thus offered an
intangible structure for healthy competition and the cementing of
social bonds to match the physical structure of objects. Yet, to be
sure, the same potential for domestic alienation and anxiety existed: in
a study ( g. 10) of a man (perhaps Dessomes), seen from behind and
turned to almost three-quarter pro le, Caillebotte renders the gure’s
hands intertwined on the table-top. Distorted and deformed,
insecurely attached to arms, this profusion of ngers connotes the
anxious wringing of hands. In a scene of domestic sociability,
Caillebotte has yet again zeroed in on the activity of hands as a locus
both for the performance of class identity and the manifestation of
the anxieties involved therein. In the nal composition, Caillebotte
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withdrew from this motif, instead depicting his gures carefully and
securely holding, arranging, and manipulating their cards. Expelled
from the group, this (potential) anxiety nevertheless registers in the
only gure not to participate (Paul Hugot), who instead sinks
languorously into the stuffed oral sofa. 51

Fig. 10. Gustave Caillebotte, Etude d’homme assis (Study of a Seated Man), 1881.
Pencil on Paper, 47 x 30 cm. Private Collection.

Around three decades before Caillebotte sat down to capture his
friends playing with all the mute and bodily intensity of labor, Marx
was imagining a future after the abolition by communism of the
“distribution of labour” which assigns to each “a particular, exclusive
sphere of activity” in which “each can become accomplished in any
branch he wishes … [doing] one thing today and another tomorrow,
to hunt in the morning, sh in the afternoon, rear cattle in the
evening, criticize after dinner, just as I have a mind, without ever
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becoming a hunter,

sherman, herdsman or critic.” 52 The painter,

for example, no longer needing to paint in order to earn a living (no
longer needing to labor or work under conditions of laboring at
painting) is liberated from the standard by “which he is exclusively a
painter… In a communist society there are no painters but at most
people who engage in painting among other activities”; “all
professions would, as it were, become hobbies.” 53 Thanks to his
inherited wealth, Caillebotte did not have to wait for the impending
revolution in order to engage in painting among other activities, to
treat painting as one hobby among many others. Yet, as his paintings
and painterly practice indicate, Caillebotte experienced this freedom
and its material underpinning as a problem: just as the rentiers
described by Eric Hobsbawm, for whom success annulled
“motivation” but not desire, the latter of which manifest in “lavish”
spending that only served to open the horizon of another
antagonism, this time with morality. 54 Seemingly unable to enjoy
spending as spending, Caillebotte’s hobbies were neither the
bourgeois dilettantism described by John Rewald, nor the “strictly
private and essentially worldless” activity that Arendt understands by
the term “hobby.” 55 They were instead a serious and multifaceted
collocation and cross-pollination of world-building work-practices.
For Caillebotte, the work of his various extra-artistic activities, and
the sociability they implied, constituted worlds in which he could
performatively recon gure his identity. 56
It seems likely that Gustave was introduced to boating by Alfred
Sisley in 1876. In that same year, he became a member of the Cercle
de la Voile de Paris (CVP), a small club for sailing enthusiasts, which
became “one of the most prestigious and active clubs” of the late
nineteenth century. 57 Caillebotte purchased his rst boat, Iris, in
1878, and would own thirteen more before his death in 1894. 58
Starting in the late 1870s Caillebotte began to race seriously, making
a name for himself as one of the most successful yachtsmen in
France. 59 Not satis ed with merely racing, Caillebotte was also a
founding subscriber of Le Yacht, the rst French review on boating,
launched on 16 March 1878; he was instrumental in the organization
and institutionalization of the sport; designed the world’s rst truly
international handicapping system (la jauge Caillebotte); nanced a
dedicated, modern, and high quality racing yacht yard on the Seine
near his own house (the Chantier Luce); invented a new class of
sailing vessel (based on a sail area of 30m2); and designed twentyve boats (most of them between 1890 and 1893) which
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revolutionized French sailing with their thoroughly modern, and
often experimental, designs. 60 Between 1881 and 1888, Caillebotte
split his time between Paris and Petit Gennevilliers, a small riverside
town about nine kilometers northwest of Paris in which he co-owned
a property with Martial located proximate to the CVP clubhouse. 61
Yachting, like other sports, was a profoundly classed and gendered
activity. 62 It developed primarily on rivers and around the French
coast in the middle of the nineteenth century, and was dominated by
aristocratic values and the desire for leisured sociability. However,
with the increasing participation of bourgeois men, this older ideal
came to be displaced by a sociability founded on equal athletic
competition. By the 1880s middle-class yachting clubs, such as the
CVP and the Union des yachts français (UYF), began to displace the
older, elite circle, and instituted rules that deliberately excluded the
lower classes from their regattas. Caillebotte’s participation in
yachting thus gave him access to a sociable arena largely untroubled
by gender and class difference (indeed, thanks to his activity in the
CVP, he was a party to that exclusion), where the serious enjoyment
of a hobby—the ability to engage in a plural sociability mediated by
objects produced by work—did not need to be carefully triangulated
vis-à-vis the labor of others (as it had to be in Les Raboteurs de
parquet, g. 1). Caillebotte directly engaged in the work required to
produce yachting’s tangible frame (designing yachts and overseeing
their fabrication in his chantier) and its intangible frame (working to
administer the sport, establishing the institutions, rules, and customs
by which its sociability could be enjoyed). Moreover, his proli c
contributions to Le Yacht—for which he contributed letters and
articles, writing in nitely more on the topic of yachting than he ever
did on the question of art—indicate his desire to engage in the
sociable speech Arendt understands as concomitant with action. 63 By
expressing (often sharply) his perspective and encountering the
perspectives of others—debates raged at meetings of the CVP and in
the pages of Le Yacht about, for example, systems of handicapping—
Caillebotte bene ted from a world- and subjectivity-thickening
sociability. 64
Like yachting, philately offered Caillebotte object-enframed social
interactions with other bourgeois men. Caillebotte began collecting
stamps, likely encouraged by Martial, after the death of their
mother. 65 Working closely together, the two brothers amassed an
internationally signi cant collection of stamps (“an unparalleled
achievement,” as The Philatelic Record described it in 1890), sold in
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1887 for the enormous sum of 400,000 francs. 66 Gustave and
Martial pioneered the study of post marks, published an extensive
study of Mexican stamps which was translated into English in 1885,
contributed greatly to the study of Australian stamps, and were
posthumously honored in 1921 as “Fathers of Philately” in the Roll of
Distinguished Philatelists of the Philatelic Congress of Great Britain. 67
In addition to their association with the Société française de
timbrologie, Gustave and Martial built a strong relationship with
British philately, where Gustave was known as Georges: either
Gustave or Martial attended the April 1883 meeting of the Philatelic
Society, London, and both attended the Society’s annual dinner held
at the Masonic Temple, Holborn Restaurant on 11 December 1884. 68
The Caillebotte collection was “a veritable monument” to “the
re ned taste and love for work” of its creator. 69
Caillebotte’s stamp collecting wasn’t “strictly private and essentially
worldless,” nor was it asocial, anally-retentive, or pathological. 70 It
was a form of work (recognized as such by his peers) that consisted
in the production of tangible and intangible things (the collection as
both an object and a system) which served as the basis for sociable
exchange among the “world-wide freemasonry of Philately which
nds for the collector a score of friends in whatever city or town, in
whatever country, he may set foot.” 71 Although philatelists were keen
to stress that their “hobby … is very wide in its appeal to all classes,”
the reality was that it had, like yachting, been almost immediately
colonized by bourgeois men (with the cheaper and more informal
ends of the market dominated by schoolboys). 72 Stamp collecting
represented one variety of a practice (that is, collecting in general)
endemic to bourgeois sociability and central to the life of its
institutionalization in the learned society. As Carol Harrison has
shown, through the “rituals of learned society sociability, bourgeois
Frenchmen established and performed class and gender identities.” 73

La Partie de bésigue ( g. 2) succeeds in rendering a coherent vision
both of bourgeois sociability, and of Caillebotte’s subjectivity, where
earlier works had failed. It is less that Caillebotte is deploying
innovative visual strategies akin to those described by Bridget Alsdorf
vis-à-vis Henri Fantin-Latour’s group portraits or Satish Padiyar and
André Dombrowski vis-à-vis Paul Cézanne’s Joueurs de cartes
(alongside which this painting is usually contextualized). 74 Rather,
Caillebotte is able to construct analogic connections that make the
non-antagonistic (plural yet unmarked by difference) sociabilities and
subjectivities that he fabricated and performed in the realms of
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philately and yachting accessible and active in the potentially
alienating context of the bourgeois domestic interior. It was only
when securely attached to forms of work that Caillebotte’s bourgeois
world could be made to cohere.
Yet, as Autoportrait au chevalet ( g. 9) demonstrated, the work of
painting alone was not enough. Here, the shared work of the group
consists in a group investment in the intangible framework of the
game and a shared reliance on the tangible framework offered by
cards and furniture. Engaged in a shared activity analogous to
philately and yachting, these men act as symbolic surrogates for the
self that Caillebotte worked elsewhere to construct alongside them
(and here in painting works to construct through them). Analogously
—but not isomorphically—to yachting, bezique pits bourgeois men
against one another in a form of competition that relied on
translating thought (intention) into activity by the manipulation of
objects by hands. (Unlike his Yerres-period pictures of canotiers and
périssoires, Caillebotte’s yachting pictures most typically foreclose the
phenomenological, instead focusing on the draughtsmanly qualities of
the yachts—their curved hulls, sweeping lines, and triangular sails—
and the narrative action of the race.)
Analogously—but, again, not isomorphically—to philately, bezique
consists in the careful manipulation and iterative ordering of a serial
category of printed imagery according to a priori rules. Stamps,
issued by the state in series ordered according to value and
distinguished by color and design (like the unshuf ed deck of cards,
ordered according to rank and distinguished by the color and design
of the suit), were disordered (shuf ed) in the course of daily use,
only to be carefully rearranged by the philatelist working alongside,
and in competition with, his peers. 75 Where the philatelist orders
according to scienti c-taxonomic principles, the bezique player
wishes to score a meld by laying prescribed series of cards face up
upon the table.
Re ected in the work-bound relationships implied by the scene’s cast
and in the very materiality of the object of representation, Caillebotte
emerges as a pluralized, multivalent, and multifaceted subject. As
much as it is a group portrait, La Partie de bésigue ( g. 2) is a selfportrait, a portrait of the selves Caillebotte performed while yachting
and stamp-collecting, re ected in the relationships those activities
forged. Caillebotte’s non-painterly work thus offered him tangible
(yachts and stamps) and intangible (rules, customs, habits,
sociabilities) things in relation to which a coherent social world could
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be brought into being and visibility. Unlike his peers, such as Cézanne
—for whom painting was their all-encompassing métier and the
suf cient basis of an identity—Caillebotte did not consider himself to
be an artist exclusively or even foremost. Where Cézanne was a
“fanatic” painter for whom “work” consisted in imbuing paintings
with authentic sensations, for Caillebotte “work” was something
altogether different. 76 Caillebotte never hinged his identity solely on
being a painter; he claimed that the limit of his ambition as a painter
was to have his works “hang in the antechamber of the living-room
where the Renoirs and Cézannes are hung.” 77 Staying true to his
word, Caillebotte included none of his own paintings in his famous
donation to the state; his work gured in another form: as collecting.
Where Cézanne the painter, in his depictions of men playing cards, is
able to formally deconstruct the human form in order to resolve his
experience of the split in the modern subject, for Caillebotte the
rentier-painter-collector-horticulturalist-yachtsman-philatelistpolitician, painting was not central enough to his self-identity to be
able to act alone as the sole means for its recon guration. 78 As such,

La Partie de bésigue presents a solution to modern alienation that
was distinctively Caillebotte because it responded to Caillebotte’s
distinctive experience of it. Depicting a common world of things as
the basis for the group sociability, La Partie de bésigue reveals by way
of its aberrance from Caillebotte’s other domestic interiors what this
broader group is lacking: access to the multivalent form of work
upon the back of which Caillebotte’s world rested. Acutely conscious
of his being a “part of yet apart from a number of different worlds,”
Caillebotte was a rentier, an amateur, but no less a worker. 79
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NOTES
I wish to thank Marnin Young and Bridget Alsdorf for the invitation to contribute to this
special edition of nonsite, and Michael Marrinan for his detailed and generously offered
insights about an earlier version of this article. Readers may also wish to see my forthcoming
book: Samuel Raybone, Gustave Caillebotte as Worker, Collector, Painter (London:
Bloomsbury Academic, 2019). Translations from French are my own.
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